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Mexico de fiesta
By Jesus Hernandez

Staff Writer

As Viva La Indepen
dence—one of Mexico's
most celebrated days of the
year—approaches,
many
still question, "What is the
significance of Sept. 16?" In
1910, Mexico declared its
independence from Spanish
rule.
"Viva Mexico" is what ev
ery
MexicanI screams as the
KZLy iYlCAlVUl
nations president does an reenactment of Father Miguel
Hidalgo's speech, known
as the "Grito de Dolores,"
which includes several "Gritos" of "Viva Mexico" and
"Viva la Independencia."
El Grito de Dolores became
M1VJ
known
VV11 throughout
llllUU^llUUl 1Y1V,A1W
Mexico
as the battle cry of the Mexican war of Independence.
The war lasted 11 years until~
those Mexicans fighting won
their freedom.
The celebrating begins the
on Sept. 15,
lb, Independence
independence
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Day Eve, where crowds
gather at their local meeting
centers-known as Zocaloswhich are highly decorated
with flags of Mexico, green,
white, and red flowers, and
paper stringers. Mexico Citythe nation's capital-holds the
largest festivities.
All festivities come to a
halt at eleven o'clock, when
the president of Mexico steps
onto the balcony and rings
the historic
liberty bell that
• J 1
Miguel Hidalgo rang to call
the people. The crowd grows
silent, as the president gives
the Grito de Dolores.
He shouts "Viva Mexico;
Viva La Independencia,"
which the crowd enthusiasti
Photograph by Georgette Kod<
cally echoes back. This hap
Pacific
students
performed
for
Mexico's
Independence
Day
in
the
McCaffery
Center last Tuesday.
pens all throughout
Mexico,
I
w
all shouting simultaneously
as if they stood side-by-side.
remember those who fought of the flag-red, white, and The white, located in the
The air is filled with Mexican for the independence of the green—which all have a sig- middle, symbolizes religion
voices shouting "Viva Mexi nation. All throughout Mexi- nificant meaning. The green, The red, on the right side o
co," confetti, and streamers.
co, statues of Miguel Hidalgo on the left side of the flag, the flag, symbolizes union,
Sept. 16 is not only a day to are decorated with the colors symbolizes independence,
celebrate,, but
is aiw
also a day ^
to
lcicuicuc
uui 10
^

Taking Business 101 to its full potential
Pacific
junior runo for Governor
of California in
the upcoming
J
J
_
.
.
Oninn'c
Bv Alex Waaner

Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

Pacific has seen its stu
dents become Oscar-nomi
nated movie stars, Supreme
Court judges, and even Sec
retary for the Department of
Energy, but never before has
it seen an enrolled student
become the governor of Cali
fornia. This fall, however,
the university may have that
chance.
A week before the filing
deadline to become a can
didate on the ballot to recall
the governor, Pacific student
Bryan Quinn looked around

at the platforms of the other
replacement candidates, and
decided to run.
"I'm young, I have an idea
and I wanted to see if people
would listen to me," Quinn
said. "So, I decided to go for

it.'
People listened.
Quinn estimates that he
gets at least 60 e-mails a
day from supporters of his
campaign and has appeared
on shows such as Good Morn

Bankruptcy,

n
ing Sacramento,
Entertainment
Tonight, and MSNBC. In ad

dition, he has dozens of re
porters calling him everyday,
he said.
With the slogan, "Bank
ruptcy, it has come to this,"

Chi

ramnaipn is cen
cenQuinn's campaign
tered on the idea that Cali
fornia needs to be run like a
business.
"We need to get somebody
in office that knows some
thing about business,' Quinn
stated. "My plan is to declare
California insolvent."
Explaining that insolvent
is a business term meaning
"quasi-bankrupt,"
Quinn
told how he developed this
idea after learning that the
governor of New York had
taken a similar approach
in the 1970s. After years of
social spending greater than

See BUSINESS Page 4
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By EHett i. Lin. Ph.D.
Counsdina Center

Health & Well-being
Columnist
Wanted: Single, non
smoking female seeking a
responsible roommate who
can study with rock music
blasting, will clean dishes
on a regular basis, is an
early-morning person, and
can tolerate an occasional
extra sleep-in friend.
So, maybe you didn't get
to choose your roommate
like you could with some
personal ads. Maybe you
room with a friend, and
you are just now finding
out about each other's little
quirks, (flossing at the din
ing table, snoring at night).
Whatever your circum
stance, healthy roommate
relationships take time to
develop.
Make time to find out
about your roommate's
background, habits, and pet
j
peeves. Talk about the <iifferences between you, hPe

1

;

they may affect your living
environment, and what ac
commodations
(turning
down the music, creating a
toilet-cleaning schedule, etc.)
you both may have to make
to maintain harmony. Ithelps
to do this at the beginning of
the year before conflicts start.
Here are more tips:
•Say "NO." You know
that anti-drug slogan, "Just
Say No?" Well, it works for
roommate situations as well!
"No" is probably the most
powerful word in the Eng
lish language. And knowing
when and how to say it is one
of the best: ways to prevent
conflict before it happens. If
you genuinely would prefer
to keep your clothes or ste
reo to yourself, then say so.
Speaking of "Nos" here's a
list of No-Nos:
• No using or "borrowing";
of clothes, stereo, or other
personal items before ask
ing.
•Don't assume that over
night guestsjare okay unless
your roommate specifically

welcomed them.
•No yelling matches, even
if it feels like your roommate
is not hearing you.
Other tips "to get along
with your roommate:
•Always be courteous and
considerate. Saying "thank
you" and "please" goes a
long way.
•Maintain open lines of
communication. Talk with
your roommate about house
hold issues as they come up
(or better yet) before they
come
your roomWiiiv up), and let J
»y ca
mate know that they
can talk
iholc mat
to you about household
ters as well.
-•Identify behavior that
upsets you. Focus on the be
havior that is upsetting and
person's personal
ity or attitude. Addressing
that problematic behavior as
• as possible will prev ent
your resentment from add•Ask, ask again, and then
ask for a mediator. Ask your
roommate to do something
politely while respecting

Rock climb like a champ
By Matthew Kemper
Guest Writer
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Walk into the new Baun
Fitness Center, look to your
left and you might be sur
prised. The fitness center is
filled with exercise bikes,
treadmilis,racquetball courts,
and a complete weight room.
This is enough for many, but
for those of you looking for
something different, go to
the left. There you will see a
34-foot indoor rock climbing
wall. If you are looking for
a challenge on campus, this
may be your calling.
The wall is over 680 square
feet of climbing opportunity.
Best of all, the wall is free
to all Pacific students. The
wall is open Mondays and
Thursdays from 3 to 10 p.m.,
Fridays from 2 to 7 p.m., and
Saturdays and Sundays from
1 to 5 p.m.
In order to begin your
climbing experience, you

must attend an introduction
session, regardless of your
previous rock climbing expe
rience. You must also have a
rock climbing partner.
The wall will be open to
"wannabes" on Thursday,
Sept. 18 from 12 to 1 p.m. and
Monday, Sept. 22 from 5:30
to 7 p.m. This open house
will give students a chance
to attempt the wall without
a partner.
"If you can climb a ladder,
there is a good chance you
can climb this wall," Erin
Rausch said.
Senior, Stuart Krengel is a
wall regular and he agrees
that it can be done. "Any
body can do it. Every time
you come you will improve.
To be sore is natural, don't
get discouraged," Krengel
said.
For those of you looking
to add a little variety into
your workout, the indoor
rock climbing wall may be

for you.
"The indoor climbing wall
is an incredible addition to
the new and improved Baun
Fitness Center. It provides
another venue for student's
recreational
and
fitness
needs," Rausch said.

their attitude. "Please ask at all. The most impor^
inH isi
your friends to call before thing to understand
midnight and not after." If the person you live ^
that doesn't work, ask again should be a good rooc
more formally Arrange a mate, nothing more $
meeting to discuss the h-ue, nothing less.
Many of us grew up!
perhaps over dinner. Tell
them that you would like to 1 families that do not empjj
discuss . something impor size verbal communicatio
tant. At the meeting, explain And, sometimes we assuj
the reasoning behind your others are brought up wi
request. It that still doesn't the same courtesies ai
work, ask a residental assis considerations. If you ft
tant or a mediator for help. yourself being chalieng
If you do ask for a mediator, by various roommate issi
be ready to implement the and would like to expii
vpur options further, i
mediator's suggestions.
• Disagreements are nor caitipus Counseling Serv
mal. Openly explore each es offers free coaching a
otflB points-of-view and counseling for such issue
Trained therapists a
work at achieving a compro
mise. Conflict persists when provide group , coure
you each insist that your ing where you can le;
roommate agrees with you.
personal skills with vt
• If you are wrong, admit peers in a safe, confid
it. By doing so, you'll en tial environment.
courage your roommate to
Call (209) 946-2225
do the same.
make an individ
•Your roommate doesn't pointment and to nn^
have to be your best friend. more about group co
Maybe you'll be best friends.
seling.
Maybe you won't be friends

higher
MGAT score
guaranteed

or your money back
Enroll in an April MCAT course
by 9/30 and save yourself $100!
Saturday/Tuesday classes start 11/1
Saturday/Thursday classes start 1/3

•MCAT is o registered trademark or ute Association or American
Medical Colleges

Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza

Pacific studenls climb the new34foot rock at the Fitness Center.

* Attend all required classes or makeop sessions,
complete ail scheduled tests, and do your homework.
If your score doesn't improve on test day from your
Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official test score, you
can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition. To be eligible for this offer,
you must be enrolled in Kaplan's full classroom,
tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you must
present an official copy of your score report and
submit your course materials within 90 days.

World Leader in Test Pre
and Admissions

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TES

kaptest.com/preme
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ite connects stud
Wilson Leuno

7hat

Iff Writer

ave you Xanga-ed lateOr checked out what s
>pening on Friendster?
ou have, or even if you
en't, you know what
|se sites are all about,
:ause they have stonned
computers of students
•e at Pacific. Now there is
ixciting new installment
:oday/s explosion of onweb communities, and
right here on campus.
OPness.com, a catchy
nym for UOP Network
Event Service System,
an online community
students to, "Find ins mation on all activities
als campus, as well as talk
reel )ther students in forums
an at rooms] and become
von armed about anything
where restaurants are
A'hat movies are good."
ator Spencer Frazier
, "Pacific was lacking
ay in which students
Id network with each
ler. Nobody really knew
J at was going on around
pus. Nobody was inmed."
'acific is not the only
tool in town to have a
work and event sere system. East Stockton

Iv Susono Perez. Oloo Marouez
Haynalka Fejer
I Guest Writers

UOP-ness members pose for a group picture.

schools have a similar pro
gram called Jolt Daily.
Currently, there are 100
members logged on. Fra
zier hopes that students
will have a place to meet
each other, find informa
tion about campus events,
and be a part of the com
munity.
This is especially useful
for new freshmen. "It helps
them become acquainted
with the school," said Fra
zier. UOPness.com is not
aimed toward any specific
class; it is open to whoever
wants to utilize its many
features.
UOPness.com
offers
a plethora of things for
students to use. There are
extensive forums with cat

Photograph by UOP-ness

egories ranging from intro
ducing yourself, intramural
teams, and online trading,
to meeting others, campus
events, and parties. Other
features include a weather
system, a Google search en
gine, site messengers, and
even a moon phase chart.
Future plans include im
portant resources, such as
encyclopedias and home
work help.
Sophomore, Mai tarn Le
said, "UOPness.com offers
a lot of information for stu
dents."
To sign up, free of charge,
visit
wmv.uopness.com.
For more information, con
tact Frazier via e-mail at
admin@uopness.com.

tudents and Politics

SUOP Hootd Political Awarenedd Fair
ntributed by ASUOP

M.E.Cb.A. id all about

Election.
ASUOP has invited local

Christopher Burton, and
Gene Forte. ASUOP hopes
Dn Thursday,
to maintain a non
>t. 18 at 11
partisan
atmo
It's
really
good
to
get
out
i. in the Mcsphere so that all
ffrey Center, there, show support, educate political opinions
UOP is stag- ourselves about who's who in and organizations
its second
can be represented
iual Political the election. Go register and to the campus
rareness Fair
vote. It's important. ^ community.
increase the
There will also
areness
of
be a voter registra
- Kristen Stern
afic students,
tion booth main
ulty and staff
tained by ASUOP
urrent political issues and candidates for the California where interested students,
Jromote voter registration Governor Re-Call Election to faculty, staff, and members of
the upcoming California debate and share their views. the community may register
'vemor Re-Call Election, Among the candidates at to vote.
well as the November tending are Brooke Adams,
Douglas Anderson, John

M.E.Ch.A. stands for,
|flovimiento
Estudiant 1
[ Chicano de Aztlan, which
translates into Chicano Stu[dent Movement of Aztlan.
Aztlan was the name given
to northeastern Mexico
[around 121.5 by the Aztecs
when they migrated to
j Tenochtitlan, which today
is Mexico City.
M,E.Ch.A. was estab
lished in April of 1969,
Ihen over 100 Chicanas/
Jhicanos gathered at UC
ita Barbara and develIped two Chicano Move
ments: M.E.CkA. and Chiio Studies.
In the original philosojjhy of M.E.CkA., we strive
encourage higher educa|on, better socio-economic
itus, and political empowlent for the Chicano/
|hicana Nation. Although
|ur club is not a recognized
l.E.Ch.A. chapter, and we
|o not enclave all of their
philosophies here at Pacific,
I /e strive to draw attention
3 the needs and concerns
[| f Chicanos/Latinos, in
j ie community and on
1 ampus,
| M.E.Ch.A. also promotes
iversity and cultural
ducation. Our focus is to
ducate the campus about
ur heritage and celebrate
l ur diversity. Instead of
| reusing on political as| lects of M.E.Ch.A., we are
| lore of a social club. This
bar's membership --with
Iyer 50 members-has been
le highest in Pacific's hispry. To be a member of
l.E.Ch.A., you don't necssarily have to be of Mexiin descent: Our current
to-President,
Haynalka
Jejer, who is Hungarian,
| exemplifies this.
| Some of the activities
fiat we did last year and
lope to do again this year
are: a BBQ, Mexican Indejjendence Day celebration

Photograph by Krislen Hess

(Sept. 16), Faculty/Staff
Appreciation
Luncheon,
El Concilio's Latin Festi
val, Homecoming booth,
Halloween party for the
Western Farm Workers,
Dia de los Muertos (day of
the dead) celebration, Fall
Open House, Latin Dance,
Shadow Day, International
Dinner, Winter Social, par
ticipation in the Leadership
Conference held on cam
pus, Valentine's gathering
and poetry reading, Dance
for a Chance Marathon,
Host and volunteer at the
Migrant Ed. Conference,
attend the Latina Business
Women's Luncheon, cel
ebrate Chicana Week, vol
unteer to host prospective
students, participate in the
Spring Festival, participate
in Tri Delta's Triple Play
philanthropy event, Spring
Latin Dance, celebrate
Cinco de Mayo, and host a
Car Show.
M.E.Ch.A. is about gath
ering in a friendly atmo
sphere with everyone on
campus. M.E.Ch.A., here at
Pacific welcomes everyone
who wants to learn about
our heritage, participate
in our events, and in turn,
help us understand their
cultures.
This semester, we will
try to be more active in the
community by participat
ing in benefiting causes like
voter's registration, as well
as volunteering for organi
zations such as El Concilio
and Western Farmworkers.
Four yearsago, M.E.Ch.A.
restarted as a club with
about five members. Today,
our membership is success
fully continuing to grow.
We hope to maintain the
club's active involvement
in the community as well
as on campus for generations to come.
...
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Boarddtock back in Stockton

Boardstock returns to Downtown Stockton where athletes flip
and spin over the Delta. This year's headliner is Darin Shapiro.

By Allie Wager

News Co-Editor

tion, and a festival atmo
sphere filled with venders.
This year's show will star
X-Games Gold medallist,
Tommy Clowers.
Other boarders will be
Shaun Murray, Josh Sand
ers, Gerry Nurin, and Dan
iel Watkins.
Performances will in
clude aerial maneuvers like
the Stalefish front.
Admission to the event
is $20.
Tickets can be pur
chased
online
at
www.buywake.com,
at
local businesses, or at the
gate.
Gates open at 11 a.m. and
close at 7 p.m. on Saturday.

The world's greatest
wakeboarders and free
style motorcycle riders are
coming to Stockton this
weekend.
In its eighth year, Boardstock will be held once again
at the Stockton deep-water
channel just underneath the
1-5 overpass, adjacent to 701
W. Weber Ave.
Boardstock 2002 featured
a 24-foot and 40-foot gap
jumps where boarders
flew 30-feet above while
showing off technical ma
neuvers.
Cold beers and barbe
cued food are for sale, as
For
more
information,
well as several boats on
shore displayed to attract contact Rob Stimmel at
new owners.
BoardStock
Promotions,
at (425) 868-3820.
Aside from the talented Inc.
athletes, other entertain
ment includes five live
bands, a skydiving exhibi
From BUSINESS Page 1
the revenue collected from
taxes, New York's governor
declared the state bankrupt,
causing the federal govern
ment to come to its financial
rescue.
The recall election is less
than a month away and al
ready the ballot is stacked
with over 130 candidates.
Heading tire list of replace

ments for Gov. Gray Davis
is the current Lt. Gov., Cruz
Bustamante, and Hollywood
actor, Arnold Schwarzeneg
ger. While Quinn's name
will be on the list of candi
dates, he doesn't think he
has a chance.
"I won't get elected, I don't
have any money."
Despite appearing on na
tional television and seeing
his name next to the Ter-

Meet your future today

take place from Monday, without leaving camp^,
Sept. 22, until Thursday, can mingle with an array
Staff Writer
Oct. 2. All participants will firms to find out vvhat (J
offer upon
In today's diverse global have access to one-on-one have to
ation. In order t0
economy, one has to
eligible for the m
find all the resources a
stud,
that are available to
These employers usually interviews,
will have to si^
maximize their us go to the larger schools for in advance; sp
aci
age. How would
limited.
To
regj
you like to meet better turnouts, they have visit Pacific.erecm
with
employers decided to come to Pacific. g.com.
and find out exactly
"On the job trair
I hope the students take
what they are look
and the developn
ing for and how to advantage of this great op of strong social {
be a competitive portunity. We are work
are of paramount
candidate for a highportance if one p
paying job when ing hard at Pacific to give
to do well in the
you graduate?
our students the edge over market,"
Can
For the first time
the
competition,
without
said.
"These
emp
in the history of the
ers
usually
go
to
Career
Resource student participation, they
larger
schools
for
Center, Pacific has
ma£ not return.
w ter turnouts, but
banded together un
have decided toe
der the direction of
to Pacific I hope
CRC director, John
-CRC Director, John Carvana
students take ah
Carvana to bring the
tage of this great
largest employers in
resume critiques, as well as portunity. We are woi
the area to our campus. Ernst mock interview sessions.
and Young, Wells Fargo Students may have their re hard at Pacific to give
Financial, KPMG, Merck sumes reviewed by as many students the edge ovei
& Company, San Joaquin companies as they wish, free competition, withoutst;
participation, they ma;
County and NewslO are a of charge.
return."
few of the employers that
In addition, students are
For more information
will be in attendance.
able to receive information (209) 946-2361.
"Meet Your Future" will from a variety of resources

By Norris Cooper

minator's, Quinn's friends
think his personality has
remained unchanged.
"He's pretty much the
same guy," junior, Bobby
Christianson said.
When asked what his re
action was when he learned
that his friend and fraternity
brother might become the
next Governor of California,
Christian responded that
Quinn had stolen the idea

from him, and later admit
ted that he didn't think he'd
win.
"I think he'll be one of the
strongest contenders among
the no-names," Christianson
added. "His idea is innova
tive, but I don't think it'll
sell."
No matter what happens
on election day, Quinn said
he will not regret the five
hours a day he spends cam-

paigning or trying to h
the hectic sche
driving all ni
early morning
answering the
from reporters
"There are .
who say tht
would have di
that; well, wht
can say that I
my idea heard

S•
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Circle of Death
Shane Cipris
Perspectives Co-Editor
In the most recent in a se
ries of terrible decisions by
Israel's government regard
ing the issue of the Palestin
ian uprising, a high-ranking
Israeli official has publicly
stated the possibility of
assassinating
Palestinian
leader Yasser Arafat. Ehud
Olmer, the Israeli Vice Prime
Minister directly under Ariel
Sharon, has listed assassina
tion as a possible means of
neutralizing Arafat, as well
as comparably more moder
ate methods such as exiling
Arafat or keeping him under
siege in a state of isolation
from the rest of the world.
It is hard to fathom ex
actly what positive outcome
Israel hopes to accomplish by
killing Yasser Arafat. Mem
bers of the Israeli govern
ment have described Arafat
as an "absolute obstacle"
barring any possible peace
between the two peoples
and feel that the U.S.-backed
"road map" peace plan can
not proceed as long as he is
alive or in power.
While it is undeniably
true that Arafat is part of the
problem, as he is a founding
member of the paramilitary
Fatah faction that has tar
geted Israeli civilians, it is
also true that to many subju

gated Palestinians he seen as
a living symbol of continuing
struggle against Israeli op
pression. This being the case,
killing Arafat in the name of
reducing terrorist attacks in
Israel makes as much sense
as attempting to extinguish
a fire with napalm. To assas
sinate him would only create
another martyr; indeed, Ara
fat almost seems to welcome
this possibility, vowing that
he will "die in Palestine, and
"will not leave." (Consider
ing that he is 74 years old,
this seems likely true; if an
Israeli sniper or rocket does Palestinian leader, Yassir Arafat, vows that he will "die in Palestine."
not kill him, old age will
soon do the job instead).
at Israeli soldiers with the
Of course, in condemn tacit approval of the Israeli for civilians (and with the
ing Arafat I am hardly sug army. The only difference ruling authority assuming
gesting that Ariel Sharon is between the two sides is that responsibility). As I have
necessarily the lesser of two on one side, militant groups said, it seems hard to distin
guish the lesser evil in this
evils. Palestinian civilians
largely target civilians (with partcute conflict
are killed just as horrifiIt is evident that
cally as Israeli noncom- LL
Killing Arafat in the Ariel Sharon is no less
batants-last week a four
year old Palestinian boy name of reducing ter to blame than Yasser
was blown to pieces by rorist attacks in Israel Arafat for the upsurge of
violence that has contin
an Israeli helicopter's
rocket which was fired makes as much sense ued unabated between
at a car carrying Hamas as attempting to ex Palestine and Israel over
the last three years. One
terrorist operatives; this
tinguish a fire with could well argue that the
attack was in retaliation
napalm.
^ replacement of Sharon is
for two suicide bomb
as essential to a lasting
ings in Israel several
Mideast neace as is the redays before.
the
ruling
authority
having
i
ment of Arafat Sharon,
p
ace
In addition to inadver
some
plausible
deniability),
fter
all, is a fervent supporta
tent civilian deaths, Palestin while on the other side the
er
of
the
expansion of Jewish
ian teenagers are routinely
armed forces target militants settlements into Palestinian
shot dead for throwing rocks with absolutely no concern
territory, which has always

been a huge bone o±
contention between
the two sides. There
is no reason to believe
that he plans to curtail
this practice any time
soon, let alone relin
quish any forcibly
taken territory in the
as—yet hypothetic
construction of a P
estinian state.
Many feel that
the creation of such
a Palestinian state
would help end the
horrendous cycle of
slaughter and revenge
that is plaguing the re
gion. This is far from
a ' quid; fix" solution (such
as the further construction
of security walls around Jew
ish settlements) and, while
perhaps not providing relief
from every problem between
Israel and Palestine, would
certainly help a tremendous
deal. The state of Israel was
created with the purpose of
giving the Jewish people a
safe haven after the horror
of World War II, but given
the current environment of
people living in fear behind
concrete and barbed wire
barriers it seems as if this
cause has failed miserably,
I feel certain that much of
the Israeli population would
willingly and gladly cede
historical Palestinian land
in exchange for security and
_
_
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From Terminator to Governor of California
Austrian perspective on the Terminator
Bv Teresa Shaur
Foreign Correspondent
My grandmother used to
know his mom. She was a
nice lady who was famous
for her apfelstrudel. Actually,
he was born just about five
miles from my house, right
near the little lake where we
like to go boating. The lake,
ducks, a handful of houses,
lots of trees...how can you
start here and become the
"Terminator?" Maybe it was
the apfelstrudel. Can you
start here and become gov
ernor of California? We will
see.
Many people here in Graz,
Austria are dying to see if

Arnold Schwarzenegger
But maybe that is exactly
will reach this goal. Al
the reason why he might
though we are not quite
be the governor the
sure what to think of the
Golden State needs. He
Austrian-turned-Mister
made his way from Graz
Universe-turned-Holto
California—without
lywood star-turned-wanany outside help-taking
nabe-governor
(whose
risks, and following his
German is somewhat
vision. In fact how man
harder to understand than
candidates have as muc!
his English), we are proud
idealism,
consequence
of him. After all, not ev
and strength as he has?
ery city has managed to
Because, honestly, apfel
produce somebody who
strudel
isn't everything...!
cinenei.gr
is the most widely known Can the "Terminator" run the
have had a lot and I am still
person in the world', right?
neither rich, nor famous.
Golden State?
However, I am also a little
To be honest, 1 am a little
anxious about Arnie's (as we you have already made the surprised to find myself voic
also like to call him here) "American Dream" come ing arguments for Schwar
decision to run for California true for you-although you zenegger's candidacy. A
governor. Why risk failure if are not even an American? week ago 1 saw "Termina

tor 3," my first "Termina
tor" ever, and probably mv
last. It is not the movie that
convinced me. Rather, it is
the fact that he frequently
returns home, because he
never forgot where he came
from. Or the fact that he es
tablished successful youth
programs in California,
or his commitment to the
Special Olympics. Some ce
lebrities like to be seen w i t children. Children are cute.
Others support gay interests.
This is trendy. Schwarzeneg
ger chose to spend lots or
time among disabled people
They are neither cute, nor
See TERMINATOR Page 10
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Hilary Clinton qaeotiono government 'o credibility

By Angela Richards
Environmental Columnist
Leavitt as the new head of
the EPA. Clinton says that
her actions are not a personal
attack on the Utah governor,
she simply just wants some
answers about the faulty
Two weeks ago, I re- report,
orted on a storv about the
Clinton says that the issue
nvironmental ' Protection of the EPA's report not only
\gency's problems in ac- affeets the health and safety
wately assessing air pollu- of her constituents, but also
ion in New York after 9/11. makes her question how
\ new element has just been credible and trustworthy our
idded to that story as New government is as a whole.
The only way she will
fork Sen. Hilary Clinton
back
down from this position
las taken action against the
is
if
the White House will
iPA.
^
answer
her concerns about
Last week, Clinton said
tire
report.
Until then, tire
;he is putting a hold on the
Senate
can
continue
with the
iffllfltfi'fiii flPBIQYal Ui" ii Mike

A sad court decision
appointment hearings, but
About
two weeks ago, a
will refrain from the official
court
dismissed
the Sierra
confirmation.
On the other side of the Club's lawsuit against oil
issue, White House officials drilling on Padre Island.
have said that they are dis The Sierra Club was worried
appointed by the Senator's that the drilling violated the
Endangered Species Act becomments.
They feel as though Clin cause it threatened the lives
ton is politicizing Leavitt, of sea turtles off the island.
One of the representa
someone who they feel will
do a lot to promote envi tives wanted the U.S. Parks
ronmental
improvement Services to do an evaluation
(Leavitt is a republican who of how the drilling would afis known as being moderate feet this species,
on environmental concerns).
However, the Fifth U.S.
Some even say that the real Circuit Court of Appeals said
reason behind Clinton's case that a lower court could not
is simplv to embarrass the rale on this case and that the
president.
Sierra Club should not haw-

confronted the Parks Services on their own. The case
was actually against Park
Services, Fish and Wildlife
Services and the Secretary
of the Interior, Gale Norton.
The Park Services did acquire the land in 1962, but it
was only the surface rights,
not the subterranean rights,
which still belong to private
landowners. That is where
things start to get sketchy.
However, if landowners
agree with the drilling, then
it is free to resume.
The 68-mile long reef in
question is home to 13 spe
cies of sea turtles.

egislation puts light ori House and Senate

ifter Northeast blackout*), the light) in drilling debate come back on
v Jacki Evons
~,uest Writer
After months of stalemate,
nergy committee members
•om the House and Senate
re shaping the most impormt energy legislation of the
ecade. Before the August
lackout unplugged 50 milon people in the Northeast
nd Canada, the legislation
-as eoing nowhere. Now it's
&
°
,
.
:omg somewhere—just not
/here Democrats and envionmentalists want it to.
Republicans
want
to
roove on the public's postutage call for something to
done, to push through
all-or-nothing bumper
ackage containing a lot of
ldustry-friendly, decidedly
n-green provisions; on top,
\at is, of the politically unpposable blackout-prevent\g improvements that the
ublic, particularly those
'ho spent Aug. 14 in an elvator with 10 other people,
re calling for.
Instead of considering
iectricity-reliability legislaon in a separate bill, as sug-sieu by
u y !X
jwxu, Dingell
CF. John
ested
Rep.
)-MI), Republicans are hell1
snt on ramming through
teir our-way-or-the-high-ay mega-bill. Dingell's at-

"If if weren't for this ad
tempt to pass electricity reli
ability provisions separate ministration's obsession with
from other energy related giveaways to their friends in
policy was defeated in the the oil business, Congress
House by a vote of 211 to likely would have passed an
energy bill last year."
176.
This charge is tossed
A notionally bipartisan
conference committee made around by plenty of Dems
up of 13 senators and 45 and environmentalists, who
representatives, is charged fear that the urgency of imwith considering a final bill proving electricity reliability
'
will cause Congress to OK
to be drafted by Sen. Pete
incentives
for oil drilling,
Domeraci (R-NM) and Rep
r»-n__ nr
T A \
Billy Tauzin /r»
(R-LA),
both Re- coal plants, and nuclear
publicans described under- power, Chris Baltimore of
statedly by Saturday's New Planet, Ark. reported. Given
York Times as "dependable the steady rise in gas prices
industry allies." Domeniri and instability in oil-pro(described
in
The potential passage
the same article
as the "patron of an energy bill means
saint" of the
the revival of what's
nuclear power
industry), and arguably the most con
lauzin (whose tentious energy issue
district relies on
oil and gas pro- in past years - drilling
duetion) plan to on the Arctic National
hang out and
Wildlife Refuge.
write the legis
lation together,
without
too
during countries, some are
much interference from com- calling for fuel-efficiency
mittee colleagues.
as a means of kicking the
Energy legislation has long oil habit. Here's a Berkshire
been tainted by industry m- Eagle editorial:
fluence, as Democratic
"Even worse than the long
-,presi* " ' candidate
" ' ' 11
dential
John Kerry list of tax breaks and subsi
dies for the oil, gas, coal and
recently noted:

CNN.com
The region proposed for drilling is highlighted above.

nuclear industries, and al
most as bad as a plan to drill
for oil in the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge, is the failure
of the plan to introduce a
modicum of fuel-efficiency
improvements in the U.S.
automobile fleet. By simply
requiring
1CUWilli
15 automakers
uuu/uuuww to use
existing technology and design S.U.V.S and minivans to
get the same gas mileage as
regular cars, the U.S. could
save 1.2 million barrels of oil
a day"
The potential passage of
an energy bill means the revival of what's arguably the
most contentious energy issue in past years: drilling on
the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge, or ANWR, a pristine
expanse of land in Northern
Alaska that provides habitat

for migratory birds, polar
bears, caribou and other Arc
tic wildlife.
Dan Morgan of the Wash
ington Post reports that
Democrats vow to filibuster
any provision that contains
ANWR drilling. While a
group
of five (count 'em —j
o
X
five) Republicans promised
to help to keep ANWR drilling off the bill, the threat of
a filibuster puts Democrats
in a tight spot politically. Defending the refuge has long
been a priority for Dems,
but after the August blac ou
they don't want to look like
they're obstructing energy
legislation — and get blamet
the next time Joe and Jane
Public get stuck m an elevator.
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Rape victims need support, not labels
By Robert Christian

Staff Writer

Kobe Bryant is accused of
sexually assaulting a young
woman from Colorado.
Popular radio talk show
host Michael Savage has
labeled the alleged victim
"Rocky Mountain trash,"
and has put forth a campaign
supporting Bryant.
At this point, any claim
by a member of the media or
public of Bryant's innocence
or guilt is based on a deli
cate blend of ignorance and
speculation.
The defense of a man who
may have betrayed the trust
of his wife and defied his
wedding vows at the ex
pense of someone who may

have been sexually violated digger or "asking for it?"
The saddest thing is that
is utterly offensive.
it
is often women that di
One would think that such
rect
these accusations at
a high-profile case would
other
women. Competition
raise concerns that should
among
women is so fierce
exist over the pervasiveness
that
women
often side with
of rape, but speculation
seems to draw bigger ratings the accused rapist over the
on the 24/7 news stations victim.
The most horrifying statis
than facts about the horror of
tic is that only one out of 16
rape in this country.
In 2001, there were 249,000 rapists will spend a day in
rapes. One out of six Ameri prison. Only 39 percent of
can women are victims of at attacks are reported to the
tempted or completed rape. police and of these only 16.3
How many women do you percent end up in prison,
know? Do you know six? The laws are not a sufficient
If so, how would you feel deterrent when this is the
about your sister, mother or case.
friend getting raped? Actu
Women need to know that
ally, how would you feel rapists are going to go to jail
about her being raped, then if they report them. Women
accused of being a liar, gold need to know that the police,

government and people of
this country will not tolerate
rape.
Rape is perhaps the most
psychologically damaging
and humiliating of all crimes.
Women need support to give
them the courage that they
need to point out their per
petrators. They have experi
enced tremendous pain and
humiliation and then they
must recount these horrid
events a number of times.
They must not be further humiliated by those who seek
to defame them (based on
no factual information) when
they are showing the courage
that many lack.
Maybe the unfortunate
truth that we live in a society
where sex seems to be more
common than making love,
means that rape will never
be seen as the horrendously
vile crime that it is and
treated as such. 1 only hope
that the tide will be turned

on the fight against rap
our children do not live
society where fear and se^
exploitation are common
If you want to turn
tide, never accuse a wons
of "asking for it," allow
legal proceedings to dete
mine guilt, encourage a,
victims to come forward ar
give them the support tin
need, and support laws
put rapists, especially flit
convicted of multiple rape
in prison for a very, vet
long time.
And if a trial has not
started, as with Bryant,
not comment on the trul
when you have no conce
tion of what it is. If at t
point you are tempted
place the blame on the
leged victim, I advise t
you follow the simple guit
line that it is better to rernai
silent and be thought a fa
than to speak and remove a
doubt.

AMERICAN RAPE STATISTICS
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, some
where in America, a woman is raped every two min
utes.
The FBI estimates that 72 of every 100,000 females in
the United States were raped last year (Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Uniform Crime Statistics, 1996).
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LIVING IN FEAR:
- One of every four rapes takes place in a public area
or in a parking garage.

1 J L 1 J 0 H E { 1 1 f t

- 31 percent of female victims reported that the of
fender was a stranger.
- 68 percent of rapes occur between the hours of 6
p.m. and 6 a.m.

Tell your bank the jig is up. You're done with fake
free checking's monthly fees and you're ready for

NO FEE TO TALK TO A TELLER
OR TELEPHONE BANKER

Washington Mutual's truly Free Checking account.
Truly free, with no monthly fee no matter what

NO MONTHLY FEE
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR BALANCE

your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no

HO DIRECT DEPOSIT REQUIREMENT

charge to talk to a teller. Reject fakery. Go to

NO PER-CHECK CHARGES

any Washington Mutual Financial Center or call

VISA* CHECK CARS
WITH NO ANNUAL FEE

1-800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free Checking today.

- At least 45 percent of rapists were under the influ
ence of alcohol or drugs.
- In 29 percent of rapes, the offender used a weapon.
- in 47 percent of rapes, the victim sustained injuries
other than rape injuries.
- 75 percent of female rape victims require medical
care after the attack.

Washington Mutual
IRE HUMAN INTEREST.'
wmm+mm

Statistics can be found at

FD1C Insured

www.paralumun.com/issuesrapestats.htn
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Experiencing nightlife at have worn out my welcome.
Pacific was truly an experi How awkward of a situation
ence in itself. Wanting to would that be? I mean what
appreciate dad's $35,000 do you say, "Uh, hello, Mr.
investment, some friends Officer, Suzy Q and I were
and I decided to take a just studying for our anat break it to some of you frat
journey of Pacific's famous omy test." On "Excuse me, dudes, it's hating when ali
nightlife. The journey be Mr. BEER, I've only had 3 of your ladies are staring and
came more of a hide-and- ficers." What does a cop say? you feel like you gotta join
seek game between us and "Damn, bro-and I thought I in. Don't hate, congratulate
the fine men and women in was packing." So, as we, left I ain't trying to marry her
blue. Who, let's not forget, the journey took a twist-arid and make her Persian, so
are "freedom fighting" and I mean twisted like a 360, relax yuppie—drink some of
not to be confused with the toe flip, grind twist. Holla! my orange juice, it'll do you
few, the proud, the Stripe The scene erupted into a justice. So on the trail by the
river we lay, enjoying the
Patrol.
state of hysteria with emo
view
of Burns Tower and
The journey started tions running as wild as the
1
thought
to myself, Pacific
when...well, let's pick up deer in the grassy fields with
has
a
great
nightlife and I
at the clock tower. As we lily pop valleys, mountains
enjoy
it
very
much. As cops
istened to the famous and little hills of Mozart
drove
by
us
shining their
brain supreme singing and Bach. We came to the
lights
in delight,
sweet,
sour
we
wondered
songs, looking
how
many
kids,
into the sky and ;:
••
Excuse
me,
Mr.
Beer,
I've
like
us,
took
to
seeing chariots
e
x
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
i
n
fly, I stumbled
only had three officers...^ their schools tog
upon campus
j
night. Our cam
.
police pulling
I
pus has so many
out
alcohol
WKm
places were we
from a car. The
can go and rolesong that came to my head golden river. Some friendh
was that one, you know, advice to my traveling ad play, bang Indiana Jones or
"closing time, time to venturers on your quest for Bone Thugs-n'-Harmonydada-dada-dada, so grab enlightenment: The river -I thought I ran into them
your whiskey and jacket will never lead you astray. until I realized they were
and beer." The 5-0 seemed In times of sorrow, in times basketball players. So dad's
pretty cool and were of panic, go to the water investment is all right and
laughing and shooting the and absorb its calmness. As well worth it. Seeing math
giggles with the kids. But the metaphors, similes and ematical designs in the sky
at this moment, I took the analogies came alive while and walking on happy trails
world to be happy, with crossing the bridge that cuts of life gave me a sense of apeveryone smiling^laughing the go!den river in half, we preciation for the constant
and having a gay old time met
Greek nation com- stresses of being human. So,
So, we took our little esea- inS at us in ^11 domination, go ahead and enjoy what
pade to the sunken fields. Music startect Paying to the college has to offer; the
I still have no idea why Mighty Mouse theme: "Here message is the same but one
they call it the sunken field. they come to save the day, important note: Laughing
That's where we met our
Greeks are here so run real hard for hours can give
away.
Don't look back, sprint you stomach aches,
Frisbee-throwing friends
all
the
way dada-dada-dada,
P.S. To the chick who
and, after realizing the
dee
dee
dee."
1
had
the
image
gave
me the weirdest look
shiny neon light above my
of
the
Lion
King
and
Mustafa
because
I was sitting on a
head wasn't God telling me
holding
down
the
fort
while
couch
outside
her room,
the secrets to life, I began to
all
those
zebras
rumbled
pulling
on
my
hair and
piece together the last five
through.
It
was
quite
insweating
profusely
while
minutes. If only I could
sane
running
into
50
Greeks
my
eyes
were
bugging
out
do this with the last four
whose
faces
kept
melting
or
of
my
face:
It's
not
what
years of my life. More cops
busting a parked car and changing. The best was the you think, I can explain
pulling a dude and chick chick that yelled, "I need (well it is what you tnink)
out. Well, I'm no physics a beer!" Now that's how 1 but, uh, I, uh, so uh, how's
major but I know when I like my women. Holla! Boo the weather?
va kasha! Oh. and 1 hate to
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College is ideal
Bv Poiae Elisho
Staff Writer

are willing to work in and
out of class to answer our
questions, guide us on our
paths and set us loose for
our own explorations and
breakthroughs.
Sadly, this will most
likely be a once in a life
time' opportunity. Before
we know it, we will be
looking back, struggling
to remember those crazy
college days. We will be
telling our children and
our grandchildren about
the first day of class, a
wild fraternity party or
the semester' we spent
abroad. 1 wonder if some
of you will agree with me
when I say that I spent a
large part of my younger
life looking forward1 to
college, idealizing college
students for their knowl
edge, independence or
just plain stereotypical
college lives: the boy
friend or girlfriend, the
young adult swagger, the
jump on life, the energy
and activity' and the possi
bility of making anything
happen.
In some societies, al
though
our situation
would still be regarded as
ideal, it is virtually unat
tainable. Even in the U.S.
there are surely countless
would-be students thirst
ing for knowledge or the
chance to experience this
kind of life. On a global
scale, there are dozens
of countries around the
world where what we are
doing, what we are given
the opportunity to do, is
unthinkable. VVe don't join
the labor force at age tive,
we don't wonder where
our next meal is coming
from, and we don't lack
paper, pens or teachers. I
nave seen children jump
for joy upon hearing that
their school had received
a handful of pens from
a friend of mine. I have
seen young boys and girls
almost fight each other for
the opportunity to learn
a new word or phrase in
English.
In one of my classes the

Somehow, it is already
September and we find
ourselves back at Pacific.
We may be returning
from a year, a semester,
or a summer abroad,
a summer of leisurely
travel, grueling work,
incredible excitement or
mind-numbing boredom.
Perhaps we are returning
to friends almost forgot
ten, fervently missed or
with whom we shared
our summer adventures.
We are seniors, juniors,
sophomores or something
in between. Lastly, some
of us are freshman, here
for the first time, eager
yet nervous with anticipa
tion for both the vear and
years to come, hlo mat
ter where we are coming
from or where we think
that we have arrived, it is
my belief that we all stand
at a precious position.
We are here for three to
five years to do nothing
but improve ourselves.
How incredible is that?
What an opportunity!
Whether we pay for our
own education or are
sponsored by our parents
or scholarship, each and
every one of us has this
period of time to do noth
ing but grow, improve
and enjoy. It is not to say
that improvement cannot
take place outside of the
college setting. However,
at Pacific, potential for
growth is optimized by
multiple factors, which
should not go unappreci
ated.
In the college setting, we
are surrounded by a com
munity with similar goals
and similar challenges.
The students around us
push us to work harder,
encourage us to see life
through different per
spectives and just plain
let loose and enjoy being
young. The faculty that
instructs us cares for our
well-being and improve
ment. Let's face it; they
are not here for the money,
right? Professors at Pacific See GROWING Page 10
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Nonviolence requires much
more courage than violence.
-Mahatma Sandhi
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a short essay, more reading than might seem posother day, I heard some
sible,
a hot love interest, a
one sigh, lamenting about
relationship
issue, a lunch
the amount of work she
date
with
a
friend and
had to do. I do that almost
a
position
in some
three times a day. I
organization,
but
complain, I stress
for
me,
it
all
comes
44,
and I wish that I
down to this: I am
We don't join the
could close my eyes
given this opportu
and it would disap
labor force at age
nity for one time and
pear. But is that re
five,
we
don't
wonder
one
time only. I have
ally what I feel?
nothing,
absolutely
where
our
next
meal
I have often heard
nothing,
to
do but
the expression that
is coming from, and
learn
and
grow.
That
it is not where you
we
don't
lack
paper,
is
my
only
job!
So I
are going that is
say,
we
could
keep
pens or teachers.«%
important but the
our heads down and
path you take to get
push through this
there that matters.
period of our lives,
In my opinion, you
complaining
and
had better take full ad out and have an amazing
sighing
the
whole
way
vantage of that path and time worthy of relating to
enjoy it. Look up; realize our grandchildren. Yes, or we could slow down,
that a wonderful scene we may have to juggle think about what we have
surrounds you. We are two papers, a Econ quiz, and appreciate it.
CROWING from Page 9

young: adaptable, openminded, and able to absorb new information. We
can easily buckle down,
get work done and go

ARAFAT from Page 6
peace, provided that their
currently hard-line govern
ment would allow them to
do so.
This is not to say that
terrorist attacks are justifi
able in any way whatsoever,
or that concessions should be
won through appalling vio
lence, merely that I believe
many Israelis understand
that a large part of the reason
for the violence is directly
traceable to the fact that
their government allowed
settlement on land that was
not theirs to give away in

TERMINATOR from Page 6

the first place, and then ag
gressively expanded their
borders by violently subju
gating the native population.
The Jewish people may have
deserved a homeland, but
it certainly should not have
been created by encroaching
on Palestinian territories.
Until the hawks in Israel's
government acknowledge
this and attempt meaningful
change that does not involve
weapoas and death, it is
sadly apparent that the cycle
of atrocities will continue' for
a long time indeed.

trendy. They just need his
help, so he is there.
That is why I think that
Schwarzenegger might be
able to get the job, and do it
well, even if he's a Republi
can and may have opinions
you disagree with. And
even if he does take some
donations to help fund his
campaign, he is probably
still much more indepen
dent from the various lob
bies than any other serious
candidate.

By Alexandra Wagner
Managing Editor
Perspectives Editor

The localLi/n epitaph

The magnitude to which
information flows freely
through this country is un
doubtedly one of its defining qualities. Unlike other
democracies, our media is
not owned by the govern
ment, and when the free
press was founded in the
18th century, its purpose
was to be a watchdog over
our elected officials so that
the citizenry would be sub
ject to discuss and criticize
their actions.
As the debate over wheth
er to adopt the most recent
Federal Communications
Commission decision to
further relax media owner
ship rules continues to heat
up, the country is reminded
how far we've strayed from
recognizing the original
purpose of a free press.
Proponents of the FCC
decision argue that by al
lowing large media corpo
rations to purchase more
media outlets in various
regions of the country, the
public will have more in
formation available to them.
Unlike the local media, mul
tinational corporations like
Fox News and MSNBC are
able to provide more chan
nels of news from all over
the world. In other words,
instead of having only 20
channels brought by three
or four different corpora
tions, the public will be able
to choose from 50 different
channels of news, brought
by one or two different me
dia conglomerates.
1 don't buy it
The real issue is not about
bringing more choices to the
public, it's about whether or
not to allow big business to
eat up the rest of the smaller,
independent newspapers
nd radio stations. It's about
inding the right balance

of commercial inform aii
to information brought
alternative sources. VV'r
the local media may i
be able to provide its c
zens with live reports hi
Baghdad, it will be able
provide better coverage
the community's anni
livestock fair.
Congress has heard h
sides of the argument a
ruled last Wednesday tl
preserving local media
more important than
creasing the paycheck
Rupert Murdoch,
media, however, is far fn
saved. President Bush 1
announced he may ov
ride the decision
veto. This shouldn't si
prise anyone; after all. F
News has been more &
supportive of this admin
tration.
Since 1975, two-thirds
the nation's independe
newspapers have disa
peared or been bought i
by larger publishing coi
panies. Maybe these larg
name newspapers provi<
better coverage, but, if tf
trend continues and med
ownership rules contir;
to be relaxed, America:
will have fewer choice
The damage has been doin radio. Clear Chann
Communications
owi
over 1,200 radio static:
nation-wide including a
of the available channel- :
local areas.
Thomas Jefferson one
said, "Without the possib;
ity of choice, a man is not
man but an instrument,
thing."
If we continue to aliobig business to buy up th
remaining media outletAmericans will be no mo:
than a sponge, saturate,
with commercial inform*
Jinn
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History of the Mariachi music
Influence tbir genre of nuuiic bar bad in America

By Georgette Rodarakis
Lifestyles Editor

Mariachi is a genre of music
that was born some time during
the nineteenth century around
the Southern part of Mexico.
It
originated as the song of the
• Classified- Classified advertising can be
country
people who sang about
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(209) 946-2115.
There is little documented
history about the roots of this
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• A one year subscription to The Pacifican costs popular music, but its influence
within the past century has been
$32 ($17 per semester).
significant.
perso.magic.
Mariachi groups are commonly Mariachi has become one of Mexico s cultural trademarks
Send check or money order to:
made up of a band of men playThe Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave.,
ing various instruments includ- death and politics. Songs describing inauguration of the populist
Stockton, CA 95211 attn: Subscriptions.
ing violins, guitars, basses, trum- animal courtships were often used as President Lazaro Cardenas. Soon
.
,
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Unrmn
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human
thereafter, with advancements
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ASUOP and the student activity fee. Other support is pro
in communication media, such
relationships.
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Telemarketers fac

Telemarketers are subject to fines up to $1000, if they violate
new regulations set by the Federal Trade Commission.

By Jacqui Archambault
Cuest Writer

Time is so limited in this
fast-paced world that even
the time we can reasonably
allow for our family requires
precise scheduling.
So, why is it that every
time we sit down to eat a
meal, one of those annoying
telemarketers are calling?
Recently, a new product
called The Zapper came out
on the market to eliminate
some of the annoying calls,
but that didn't stop the tele
marketing industry in their
tracks.
The Federal Trade Com
mission (FTC) has put up the
National Do Not Call Reg
istry (NDNCR) that enables
consumers to register online
keeping telemarketers from
calling.
While this does not elimi
nate all calls, it will legally
limit many.
On Oct. 1, the NDNCR
will force most telemarket
ers to remove the numbers
on the registry from their
call list.
This new law helps pro
tect the nation's consumer's
privacy rights. The FTC is
managing the NDNCR. The
registry was created so that
consumers could have a say
in whether or not they want
to receive calls from telemar
keters.
Over 64,000 comments

from the public regarding
telemarketers helped to cre
ate the registry. Signing up
to have your number added
to the registry is as easy as
visiting www.donotcall.gov,
or calling 1-888-382-1222.
For those who have reg
istered on the state registry,
check to see if they have
added your number to the
NDNCL, because depending
on where you live, you may
need to add your own num
ber to the national registry.
After your phone number
is registered, telemarketers
have up to three months to
remove your number from
their call list.
The FTC will not allow
third party registrants to
register your number, so if
someone calls and offers to
put your number on the reg
istry, tell them no.
It may be interesting to
note that cellphones may
also be registered.
If you have more than
three numbers to register
you will need to go through
the registration process again
to complete all extra num
bers.
The national registry only
caters to personal numbers.
The registered numbers will
stay on the registry for five
years, unless you decide to
remove it.
E-mails cannot be regis
tered. This registry will stop
many telemarketers in their

tracks, however some tele
marketers are exempt from
the registry.
Those would include long
distance phone companies,
airlines, banks, and credit
unions. Insurance businesses
are also exempt as long as
they are regulated by state
law.
Other phone calls you
may also still receive could
come from political organi
zations, charities, telephone
surveyors, or businesses
with whom you may have
an existing relationship.
The telemarketers who
are not exempt from the
FTC rules and regulations
are subject to fine of up to
$1000 for each call that is not
within FTC compliance.
Surprisingly, even tele
marketers overseas calling
the United States are subject
to FTC federal rules and
regulations.
If you register your num
ber and still receive calls
from telemarketers, you can
file a complaint on the FTC
website.
You must know the date
of the call and either the
name of the ompany, or the
telephone number of the
company who called.
It may be helpful to also
note the day and time of the
call. Companies that you
do not mind calling may be
released from any liability if
you give the company your
written permission to do so.
The complaints will be
inserted into a consumer
sentinel which will be avail
able to hundreds of civil and
criminal law enforcement
agencies worldwide.
The FTC will not resolve
problems for consumers,
however the complaints will
help the FTC to investigate
the company so that law
enforcement can take action
against companies who con
sistently break FTC rules and
regulations.
Consumer complaints to
the FTC can also help inves
tigate fraudulent telemarket
ing scams as well.
So, with the new regula
tions for the telemarketer, it
seems that they will be get
ting a crimp in their lines of
communication.

Compiled bv Lindsay Santos
Staff Writer
All Shows ranging from Rock/Pop, Alterna
tive, Rap/Hip-Hop, Hard Rock/Metal, and
Dance/Electronic are in order by date.
Ticket information can be found at your
nearest ticket master (Toward Records on
Pacific Ave.), on eBay or band Web sites. For
directions to concert locations, log on to the
theater/venue Web site.
San Francisco, CA
The Dead
Fri., 09/19/037 p.m., Shoreline Amphitheatre
Mountain View, CA
Unlimited Sunshine
Fri., 09/19/03
8 p.m., Warfield
San Francisco, CA

Alice's Now and Zen: Duran Duran
Sun., 09/21/03
Noon, Sharon Meadow - Golden Gate
San Francisco, CA

,

Bow Wow
Sun., 09/21/03
5 p.m., Chronicle Pavilion At Concord
Concord, CA
Mogwai
Mon., 09/22/03
8 p.m., Fillmore
San Francisco, CA
Radiohead
Tue., 09/23/03
7:30 p.m., Shoreline Amphitheatre
Mountain View, CA

Cyberfest 03
Sat., 09/20/03
5 p.m., Cow Palace
San Francisco, CA

47 YEARS of QUALITY
'Manny's'
KJi
(mrnMurtmlJ

Bowling for Soup
Sat., 09/20/03
, „„=rlvlk,
6:30 p.m., The Edge Nightclub forme . *
Icon Nightclub
Palo Alto, CA

ON THE MIRACLE MILE

We use Free Range
Beef & Pork.
100% Grass & Gran Fed.
Experience the taste!
Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
Breast of Chicken Sandwich |
Carved from die Bone

House Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
BLT
Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Chips
All served with cok skw

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade
Serving all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon. Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef
1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM VIM, Discern & MasterCard

Products or
opportunities,
You control your destiny
Megan 209.932.7476
or 831.588.0350
www.youravon.com/catliylcane

831.345.2924

independent AVON sales
sentathres
HOLIDAY CINEMAS 8
6262 WEST LANE, STOCKTON\ C A
(209) 955-5680
FRI-THURS: (9119-9125)

SNEAK PREVIEW- SATURDAY 9/20 C 3
THE RUNDOWN-PG13 "NO PASSES*'
SAT ONLY: 7:20 PM
UNDERWORLD-R "NO PASSES' "
FRI-SUN: (10:45,11:15,2:10,4:40.5:05
7:30,8:00,10:15
MON-THURS: (2:10,4:405:05) 7:30.8:00. lOi
COLD CREEK MANOR R "NO PASS ES
FRI-SUN: (11:05,1:45,4:25) 7:25.1000
MON-THURS: (1:45,4:25) 7:25,10:00
SECONDHAND LIONS-PG "NO PASS ES
FRI-SUN: (10:55,1:25,4:00) 7:00.9:40
MON-THURS: (1:25,4:00) 7:00.9:44
SEABISCUIT-PG13
DAILY: (1:30)
ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO R - - N
PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (11:35.1:55,4:20)
7:05,7:50,9:35,10:20
MON-THURS: (1:55,4:20) 7:05,7:50,9:35
CABIN FEVER-R **NO PASSES* FRI & SUN: (11:40,2:05,4:30) 7:20.9 5
SAT: (11:40,2:05,4:30) 9:50
MON-THURS: (2:05,4:30) 7:20.9:50
MATCHSTICK MEN-PG-13 "NO
PASSES**
FRI-SUN: (11:25,2:00,4:35) 7:10,10:05
MON-THURS: (2:00,4:35) 7:10,10:05
S.W.AT.n PG13
FRI-SUN: (11:00,1:40.4:15)
MON-THURS: (1:40.4:15)
FESTIVAL CINEMAS
6436 PACIFIC AVE, STOCKTON, CA
(209) 951-2163
FRI - THURS (09/19 - 09/25)
THE FIGHTING TEMPTATIONS nPG-13 '
PASSES*
FRI-SAT: (10:50,1:35,4:30) 7:25.10:20
SUN: (10:50,1:35,4:30) 7:25
MON-THURS: (2:00,4:45) 7:35
ANYTHING ELSE - R *NO PASSES*
FRI-SAT: (11:152:00.4:45) 7:40,10:10
SUN: (11:152:00,4:45)7:40
MON-THURS: (2:15,4:50) 7:30
JEEPERS CREEPERS -R
FRI-SAT: 9:20
SUN-THURS: 7:20
FREAKY FRIDAY - PG
FRI-SAT: (11:402:05,4:25) 7:00
SUN: (11:402:05,4:25)
MON-THURS: (2:20 4:40)
DICKIE ROBERTS: FORMER CHILD ST
PG-13
FRI-SAT: (11:35,1:55.4:20) 7:15, 930
SUN: (11:35,1:55.4:20) 7:15
MON-THURS: ( 2:30.5:15) 7:40
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Country, folk, gospel
and rock music legend,
Johnny Cash, died
on Monday, Sept. 15,
2003 in Henaersonville, Tenn. from respi
ratory failure caused
by complications from

diabetes. He was 71.
Mr.
Cash
wrote
much of his own music
and was the youngest
person ever chosen
or the Country Music
Hall of Fame.
He has recorded
more than 1500 songs
with a total of 500 Eu
ropean and American
albums.
In addition, he has
48 singles on the Bill
board Hot 100 Pop
Charts, as well as
130 hits on the Bill
board Country Singles
Chart.
He is survived by
his daughters, Tara,
Rosanne, Cindy and
Kathy Cash and his
son, John Carter.

two

wbrucecameron.com

The Pacifican
John Ritter, who was
best known for his role
as Jack Tripper on the
70's sitcom Three's
Company, died last
Thursday, Sept. 11,
2003. He was 54.
After falling ill on the

Co4e&
6t&
set of his latest sitcom 8
Simple Rules for Dating
My Teenage Daughter
,he was taken to the
hospital where he later
died due to a tear in the
aorta.
John Ritter was a na
tive of Southern Cali
fornia. He graduated
from Hollywood High
School and later earned
a degree in drama from
University of Southern
California.
His career spanned
much
further
than
Three's
Company,
which won him an
Emmy, a Golden Globe
and numerous other
awards. He appeared in
over 25 television mov
ies, over 50 plays and

several movies includ
ing the 1996 film Sling
Blade and he also apears in the scheduled
ovember release of
Bad Santa.
He was also the
voice of Clifford the
Big Red Dog for which
he received multiple
Emmy nominations.
Ritter also helped
raise millions of dol
lars for cerebral palsy
research.
Ritter is survived by
three children from
a previous marriage
Jason, Carly and Tyler
and by his wife Amy
Yasbeck and their
daughter Stella.

R

Popularity of music proves artists* talent
By Hollev Murchison
Cuest Writer
I remember about three or
four years ago when music
was at its worst. Albums
were flopping, artists were
producing mediocre work
and consumers were turn
ing a deaf ear to the product.
Comparing those years to
date, I would have to agree
that the "recession" has
ended. Whether you buy it,
burn it, or create your own,
music surrounds us all and is
finally at its best once again.
Today, captivating music
seems to be coming from ev
ery arena. Though so many
genres are doing well, hiphop and R&B are undeniably
at the top of their game, with
record sales at their best.
With new solo artists like
Beyonce Knowles, Sean Paul,
and Juelz Santana emerging,
sales are continuously esca
lating.
Despite the way things
used to be, these hip-hop and
R&B artists aren't just in it for
the money. In this day and
age, music is packed with a
message; not just "noise on

Sean Paul, Ashanti and Sean "P.Diddy" Combs are a few of the artists who have contributed to the success of reggae, R&B and hip-hop.

beats." Artists are putting
together music that listeners
can relate to.
Ashanti's latest single
"Rain on Me," deals with
the heartbreak a woman goes
through after being betrayed
repeatedly by her lover.
This isn't just a watered
down song about a topic no
one has ever dealt with. In
all honesty, who hasn't had a
"run-in" with heartbreak?
Kanye West, who is known
for his genius beats also deals
with real life issues in his
single from his debut album
The College Dropout, which
is set to release soon. The
single entitled "The Wire"
deals with West's struggles
and setbacks but managing
to succeed in the end.

In terms of hip-hop, the
load is being carried by more
than just newcomers. Jay-Z,
Busta Rhymes, and P. Diddy
are definitely holding down
the fort for the "veterans" of
the game.
When discussing hip-hop
it would be wrong to leave
out Fat Joe. After working
hard since his debut album
in 1993, he finally achieved
platinum status with his
album Loyalty which was
released last November.
These artists combined
have produced several hits
this year like "Frontin',"
"Crazy in Love," "Like Fire,"
and "Shake Ya Tailfeather."
Each song has compelled lis
teners nationwide. Not only
hit songs, but hit albums are

being produced also.
Artists like P. Diddy, Sean
Paul, and 50 Cent have all
produced platinum records
this year. 50 went five times
platinum with his debut
album Get Rich or Die Tryin'.
Sean Paul went double plati
num with his debut album
Dutty Rock. Internationally
known P. Diddy is also on
his way to double platinum
status with his Bad Boys II
soundtrack,
As far as the R&B spectrum, more than a fair share
of good music exists. Mary
J. Blige, R. Kelly, Beyonce,
and Ashanti all have differ
ent styles but every album
remains tasteful. Bliges' al
bum Love & Life is approach
ing platinum status after its

second week on the market
while Ashanti, Kelly, and
Beyonce have already been
deemed platinum as their
sales continue to soar.
These R&B gurus have
produced amazing tracks
like "Aww Baby," "Love @
1st Sight," Thoia Thoing,"
and "Baby Boy." Each single
is something you can both
dance and sing along to
(something that music lacked
years ago).
There is no telling how
long this influx of powerful
music will last, but for the
time being the public defi
nitely embraces it. That deaf
ear is no longer mute and
the sounds of music are wel
comed with open ears.
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sad, true story
BvTaro Cusliaoe
Staff Writer

In the American 1960s
having a baby out of wedlock
meant a trip to the expected
mother's home. Looking at
a boy got a girl a slap on the
hand. And when a girl was
raped, parents often pun
ished her even more.
In the 2002 movie The Mag
dalene Sisters, now playing at
the Stockton Royal on Pacific
Avenue, three girls are forced
into an asylum where wash
ing clothes and being beat
became a way of life.
Set in Ireland, the movie
tells the story of three girls
whose lives have been taken
away from them in one way
or another.
Margaret, played by AnneMarie Duff, was the victim
of an incestuous rape after a
cousin came on to her during
a family wedding.
Beautiful
Bernadette,

y

The Magdalene Sisters stirs religious controversy and emotion.

played by Nora-Jane Noone,
is the object of attraction
at her orphanage until the
headmistress decides she's
too much of a "temptress."
And finally the quiet Rose,
played by Dorothy Duffy,
whose parents won't even
make eye contact with her
after the birth of her baby out
of wedlock.
All three are uprooted

from their lives in 1964.
Their lives intertwine when
they are forced to come to
the Magdalene Sisterhood
Asylum. Ran solely by nuns,
the location is supposed to be
a place to repay penance for
sinning.
On top of rigorous Catho
lic prayers and beatings for
minute punishments, the
girls labor continuously

over laundry. For more than
four years, the three girls are
forced to live through living
hell within the walls of the
compound. The priests are
corrupt - making the girls
perform sexual favors - and
the nuns are money hungry
and greedy.
*
Sister Bridget, played in a
solid performance from Geraldine McEwan, is the most
evil of them all.
The movie captures deep
feelings of betrayal among
the girls, who don't really become "sisters." Instead fights
are common and any notion
of banding together doesn't
come until the end.
The nuns are shown as
cruel and ruthless, valuing
work over themselves and
God. Still, the girl's spirits
are not completely broken,
Margaret, Bernadette and
Rose make the viewer feel
incredibly humane.
Through constant beat-

the. new

BvGeoraette Rodorakis
Lifestyk

Even
though
many of us have
complaints about BKjk
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just sucks us dry
of all our money),
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Photograph by Kriston H«ss
all V do love our ' '^ ' volleyball players Mauricio Brizuela, Brian Edwards,
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Brian Adamson & Blake Gentry show their school spirit along with

School

Padfican s

photgrapher, Lasma Aogstova.

pride is something that is never out of fashion. Let your inner
tiger shine through; wear something orange! Keep in mind it
doesn't have to be from the bookstore because we all know
how overpriced everything is in there. Damn school!
. *AVA»A*A • **A*A'ATA*A*A*ATA'PA*A*AVA*A»

ings, incredible humiliation
and torturous verbal abuse
the girls make everyone ap
predate freedom in its simplestform.
The Magdalene Sisters ultimately comes together with a
somewhat anticlimactic ending, but it has enough fine
acting and dnematographv
to make it by far one of the
best movies of the year,
The incredible script also
makes it easy to forget that
it is a true story and that
the characters actually lived
through the torture,
It is this deep honesty that
makes the movie great, and
brings the viewer into the
story. Any person—espedally women—can under
stand and sympathize with
their plight to get out of the
asylum.
The Magdalene Sisters will
make the viewer understand
humility without even experiendng it in real life.
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UH nationart"title stripped

NCAA strikes down on UHfor alleged violations

By Suzanne Shenk

Staff Writer

Sports players know that
one official's call can make
or break a game. However,
when a technicality prevents
a team from a national title,
the issue becomes a lot more
agonizing. University of
Hawaii is now facing the
daunting task of regaining
the national title they lost
on Sept. 5, because of one
player's prior involvement
with a professional team.
The NCAA questioned the

Championship. The Uni
University of Hawaii about the best for our team."
Unfortunately
for
the
University of Hawaii plans to
the eligibility of one of their
versity
of
Hawaii,
the
worst
submit
an appeal, in hopes of
players in May of 2003. Fol
possible
scenario
unfolded,
restoring
the national title to
lowing an investigation by
their
school.
the University, a report was On Sept. 5, the NCAA re
The player in question,
sent to the NCAA in July voked the 2002 National
whose
identity remains
admitting an infraction. This Championship title from
formally
undisclosed, was
secondary violation involves the men's volleyball team,
accused
of playing on a
a member on the team
professional
team in Eu
playing for a profes
the
NCAA
revoked
rope
before
he
enrolled at
sional team before play
the
University
of Hawaii
ing for the University of
the 2002 national
in
1999.
University
of
Hawaii. Punishment for
championship
title
Hawaii's
athletic
director,
this infraction could have
ranged from taking away from the men's volley Herman Frazier allows
the men's national title, ball team, and slapped that his player did play
on a professional team in
to a fine, or a mere scold
a
fine
of
$5000
on
the
Greece, but he did not ac
ing. Outside Hitter, Jose
cept money or sign a con
school
Delgado said in July, "We
tract, which could have a
know we're the national
positive influence
in the
champs.
cnamps. That
inai would
wuuiu be
ue
, r.
,
—
nnr.
and
a
d
a
ne
really, really sad (if the title
sl PPf
^ of $5,000 planned appeal,
scdo0' 'or using an
was revoked). Nobody on on
Former Warrior outside
our team is a professional, ineligible player. Even more hitter, Tony Ching, member
It's not our fault... We don't painful, perhaps, is the loss Qf the 2002 National Champiwant to get in trouble. We °university s first and onship team, spoke on behalf
follow the rules. ...We want on'y NCAA Men's National Qf his teammates. "We are all

u

very disappointed 4
NCAA's decision;
said. "All the play
coaches worked %.
to win the national t
team is full of enrol
now and it's very[
describe what we are
But as the coach said
not over and we \
in there through the
and hope for the t
something that is on
control. Our team
question is still on
mate and we still lo\
The experiences we
and the friendships!!
along the way areir
portant to us."
Pepperdine, who
Hawaii in the final
will remain the nil!
There
mac will
wm be no i
champion recorded!
according to the NO

Boxing Scandal
De La Hoya vo Moo Ley
By Krystine Onqbonqqn
Sports Editor

to glove. The main concern
for De la Hoya was that in
their previous meeting, Mos
ley had superior foot and
hand speed. This match was
a tactical match.
De la Hoya threw and
landed more punches than
Mosley, but he still lost. It
was a unanimous 12-round
decision. The point break
down was 115 to 113, in
favor of De la Hoya. The
fight ended very closely and
according to Mosley, "You
never know what is going
to happen when it is handed
to the judges. Anything can
happen. De la Hoya is a great

It costs $50 to watch the
fight on pay-per-view last
Saturday. The big fight was
a rematch between Oscar
De la Hoya, boxing's Golden
Boy and Shane Mosley, one
of the two boxers that has
never beaten De la Hoya.
This match wasn't purely for
the act of revenge on the loss,
it was also for two titles, the
World Boxing Council and
(Ar rhoto/Mart
the World Boxing Associa
tion Super Welterweight.
De La Hoyaand Shane Mosley trade blows in the 12th round of their WBC/WBA super weir;
Both boxers have great
weight championship.
records under their belts;
judges saw it. If it
thrown, it was the quality of sport of boxing."
Mosley has a record of
other
way, Mosley
the
punches
that
caught
u.
The three judges in ques
38 wins and two defeats
This
match
wasn't
would
have been i
the judges attention.
tion were hired by Marc
while De la Hoya has a
protesting."
In De k
After the decision was Ratner, the executive director
record of 36 wins and purely just for the act
past
he
has
won
two
two defeats. Both men of revenge on the loss made that Mosley won of the Nevada Athletic Com this sort of decisior
the fight, De la Hoya mission, and all of them are
are relatively the same
though,
it
was
also
for
made a public statement well respected judges in the not filed a grievar
age, De la Hoya at 30
announcing his intent sport. According to Ratner, sponse to those dectwo titles.
and Mosley at 32. The
.99 to pursue an investiga "These are honest men and the act of him filing
statistics predicted that
tion of that decision. De they scored the fight the way vestigation raisethis match up would be
la
Hoya had this to say they did. To me, there is no as to whether this warrior.
I
thought
it
was
a
a close one.
about
his actions, "I'm not controversy. It's a close fight is really necessar
close
fight."
Saturday rolled around
doing
this
because I'm a sore that could have gone either
In
the
end
it
didn't
matter
and the two men went glove
how many punches were loser, I'm doing this for the wav. This is the way the
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Serving Pacific for 95 Years

back who won the Super
Bowl in 2002, not the one
who threw four intercep
tions in week one. The
Jets are 0-2 after losing to
the Dolphins, and can't
seem to produce any of
fense with Testaverde at
the helm. 21-14, Patriots.

to the Saints, but did you
see the move David Carr
put on that linebacker at
the goal line to score a
touchdown? Juke of the
week. 35-20, Chiefs.

Tampa Bay at Atlanta

The Saints beat the Tex
ans last week and are 1-1,
but get a real test against
the Titans. Steve McNair
dislocated his ring finger
against the Colts last
week in a losing effort,
but stayed in the game.
He is definitely one of the
toughest players in the
league. 24-20, Titans.

The
Buccaneers
couldn't kick an extra
point in regulation last
week that would have
won the game, and ended
up losing in overtime to
the Panthers. Atlanta let a
17-point lead vanish and
lost a heartbreaker to the
Redskins, 33-31. Doug
Pittsburgh at Cincin
Johnson was sacked for a
nati
safety, which was the dif
ference in the game. Look
AP Photo/Bill Kostroun
The Bengals nearly
for the champs to bounce
pulled
a huge upset of
back. 21-10, Bucs.
the Raiders last week,
Baltimore at San Di but returned to form
and gave the game away.
ego
Pittsburgh was totally
Jamal Lewis ran wild outplayed by the Chiefs
against the Browns for last week, but playing
Reviews and Picks 295 yards, leading the the Bengals usually helps
Ravens to victory. San teams get back on track.
Jacksonville at India Diego lost big for the 26-13, Steelers.
napolis
second straight week and
Green Bay at Arizona
are winless in their first
The Colts came out fir two games. It doesn't
The Packers got back
ing on all cylinders last look good for Chargers
week, rolling over a good fans, but hey, at least the into the win column by
Tennessee team 33-7. The Padres have a new sta packing the Lions, 316. Brett Favre looked
Jaguars couldn't keep up dium. 28-20, Ravens.
much better, and pick
with the bills and were
ing up Antonio Freeman
beat handily. The Colts
Buffalo at Miami
was a smart move. The
are 2-0, the Jaguars are 0suck.
2, so I expect their streaks
In my mind, the Bills Cardinals...well,
to continue. 30-17, Colts. are still the team to beat They were shutout 38in the AFC. They have 0 by the Seahawks, in
Minnesota at Detroit
a strong running game, Arizona. Tickets are still
passing game, and a available. 34-10, Packers.
The Vikings have got much improved defense.
Cleveland at San Fran
ten off to a good start, The dolphins are 1-1 com
winning their opener in ing off a win over the Jets, cisco
Green Bay and beating and got good runs from
The 49ers lost a close
the Bears last week on Ricky Williams. Bills of
game
in St. Louis 27-24 in
Sunday night. The Lions fense should overpower
were mauled by the Pack the Dolphins.
27-17, overtime. Jeff Garcia and
Terrell Owens had minor
ers 31-6. The Lions are Bills.
injuries and had to leave
1-1, but their win came
against the Cardinals. 27Kansas City at Hous the game, but both came
back in. The Browns'
10, Vikings.
ton
defense looked like by
N.Y. Jets at New Eng
The Chiefs are rolling standers as they watched
along this season with Jamal Lewis run for 295
land
impressive wins over the yards. Look for Garrison
New England rebound Chargers and Steelers. Hearst and Kevin Barlow
ed from their shutout loss Leading them is Priest to have big games. 24-13,
in week one to beat the Holmes, who already has 49ers.
Eagles, 31-10. Tom Brady five touchdowns on the
looked like the quarter- season. The Texans lost

Third Week of NFL action
Bilb, Chiefs Continue Dominance in AFC
By Jebr Alfareh
Staff Writer

Jamal Lewis came out last
week and had the audacity
to say that he was going to
break the single game rush
ing record.
He called one of the play
ers from the Cleveland
Browns and said, "If I get
the ball thirty times, it'll be a
career day."
Who would've thought
that he would back up the
huge expectations he put in
front of himself?
Lewis ran for a whopping
295 yards and two touch
downs, smashing the old
single game rushing record
of 278 set by Corey Dillon
in 2000. He averaged 9.8
yards per carry, a ridiculous
number.
This was a great day for
him, but I can't say the same
for myself, since he was on
the starting lineup of the fan
tasy team I was playing this
week. Thanks, Jamal.
The Bills and Chiefs con
tinue to gain points with me,
both winning in blowout
fashion for the 2nd straight
week.
The Eagles were my super
bowl pick for the NFC, but
are now 0-2 after the 2nd

week and are in bad shape.
But it is still early, and so
far no team has separated
themselves from the rest of
the NFC. The Defending
Champion Tampa Bay Bucs
were embarrassed against
the Panthers at home, los
ing 12-9 in overtime after
they missed an extra point in
regulation.
Last week I said that if
the Raiders lost I would go
streaking in the McCaffrey
center.
Well, they won, barely.
Oakland kicked a field goal
with no time on the clock to
beat the Bengals 23-20.
That's the last time I put
my ass on the line (literally)
for a team as inconsistent as
the Raiders.
Has anybody been watch
ing the show Playmakers on
ESPN? If you haven't, you're
missing a great show, espe
cially if you are a football fan.
The depiction of the players'
lives off the field is probably
an accurate one.
Players doing drugs be
fore games, having sex with
random women at clubs, a
player hitting his wife after
an argument, a quarterback
addicted to painkillers, what
else can you ask for in a show?

New Orleans at Ten
nessee

i
m

www.thepacifican.co]
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Sprint.

Social Studies 101
i:

Get a
PCS Phone

(

i i4

Get Sprints newest
Camera Phone (Sanyo 8100)
for:

(Nokia 3585)

Free and Clear Area Wide Plan
for the Central Valley

1000

for just

€Hi ft

$40

Anytime Minutes

$49.99
Reg. $229:99

After $180 savings (instant or mail-in) exclusively
available to preferred customers with a 2-year
PCS Advantage Agreement and activation on
a new line of service on a plan of $60 or higher.

a month

To use in your extended calling area of California
and Nevada

PCS Free & Clear Plans include:
• Unlimited night and weekend minutes available.
^ Nationwide Long Distance. Every minute, every day.
*• Unlimited PCS to PCS Calling available.
Available on calls from anywhere on our enhanced nationwide PCS network. With a two-year
PCS Advantage Agreement.

Activation with a valid college ID.

a

Satisfaction Guaranteed: We believe you'll see right away how Sprint is making wireless clear. We're so convinced, we'll qive
you a full refund on your phone within the first 14 days if you're not satisfied.

I
r

Certified PCS Vision5"" Specialists, for complete demonstrations:
'Sprint StoreThe PCS Center

Stockton
Robinhood Drive & Pacific
956 Robinhood Drive
(209) 518-1410
M-Fri: 9-8 Sat: 9-7
Sun: 12-5
|

i

"Taxes, surcharges (including a USF charge of 2.37% and cost recovery fees of $1.50). or other fees which vary
by market not included Cos,
, ,
y y marKet. ,not
included.
charges,
' "Jl IMUUUCU
- Lost recovery fees
Tees are not taxes
taxes or government required cr

.
Nationwide
n
M

nationwide network rparhnc mora than OQfi

!

m;n:

•_

o

-

r-.

-

-

nhonpSA™erS W-'!i qSlify,fb,r %™il_in rebate if the accounts kept acbve'for'eo^avS^fter^^^fi^rhriTOi'^date^riritriri«fri'^l,Sible phone bv 09/3°/03. Savings may also be available through a mail-in rebate at other locations. PCS Cte
™,a"W,?e. Plan(s): Offer expires 12/15/03. Plans only available to custoTersactiS
"0t baV? lnv unpaid Past"due amounts at the end of this period. Savings may not exceed total purchase pnce
fo^ ralkf
•" ^
i?410"6 actlvation fee and $!50 early termination fee apply this activation fee will beSpri fr™ M/m oranm? cledn aPProval- Night & Weekend Hours are Monday-Thursday 9pm -7am and Friday 9pi
utslde
he
rrf tORn n °
*
extended calling area or for calls madewhile VoTrnPng off our
8/1/03-9/30/03 when valid college !D is presented. A deposit may be required. Plan minutes may not be use
a SS IS minute. Voice usage rounded to next whole minute. Instant savings of (Nokia 3585)- While*?,™ri 9n"netyvorK ca,ls made outside the calling area and roaming calls will incur a chare
nurrh^J nfj:°pspmer ,service P|ans of $4°
higher plus a two-year PCS Advantage Aqreement and a new Pr?eSh'reS
Pu[?hase and activation of a new Nokia 35851 by 9/30/03 with a new line of service c
q/ln/m
phone. Instant savings of (Sanyo 8100): Offer only available while suppliS last with the Sanvn funrTihi
a a(ne NHmber- Credlt approval required. Phones subject to availability. Savings may not excee
0,Sy)- Reclulres m-store purchase and activation of a new Sanyo 8100 (blue/silver color only! t
Dhone pr«f
°f a.yislon service plan of $60 or higher with a new PCS phone number plus a 2-vear^PCS Arivanta I
AS'eement.Customer must quality for preferred credit status Savings cannot exceed the pnce, of r
SS'; PCS Calling: Included minutes are not good for calls made to PCS Phonls^slwed hv
'
' available for an extra $5 monthiy chafge nfes consuZf mln^ha^n?^64 ,ban .Spdnt or 4or calls made or repeived while roam,na 0ff ,he enUam
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What influenced you
to go into coaching?
Participating in college
athletics.

Soccer team beats USF

scored the goal into the right
corner of the net when she
broke free from USF Don's
defense. Padilla leads the
**Freshman goal Pacific team with four goals
and eight points on the sea
keeper, Eryn
The Tigers defensive
Kishimoto had her son.
unit was able to fend off the
first shutout in attack of USF for the rest of
match, even though they
her collegiate ca the
were out shot 19-5.
reer and had nine The Tigers hope that this
saves off of shots win will light a fire and start
winning streak. Their next
from USF, M achance
to succeed is on Fri
day, Sept. 26 as they take on
ing the 19th minute of play. the Portland State Vikings in
Freshmen, Carmen Padilla Portland, Ore.
USF. Pacific's winning goal
came early in the game dur-

By Mercv Au-Yeunq

Staff Writer

After facing tough matches
against Fresno State (tie; 2-2)
and Oregon (loss; 1-2), the
Tigers earned their first win
of the season with a shutou t.
They defeated University of
San Francisco, 1-0, and with
that the Tigers improve to a
record of 1-5-1, for the sea
son.
Freshman goalkeeper Eryn
Kishimoto (Miliani, Hawaii)
had her first shutout in her
collegiate career and had
nine saves off of shots from

Compliments of Pacific Athletics

Name: Craig Jackson
Women's basketball
head coach
College Attended:
Willamette University
Previous Coaching
Experience:
. Lejvis and Clark
University, Willamette
University, Linn Benton
Community College

Why did you pick or
how did you get started
in this particular sport?
1 coached basketball,
baseball and football. I
just happened to have
the most success in wom
en's basketball.
What is your favorite
quote?
"Don't wish it was
easier, wish you were
better."
What is the best place
to eat in Stockton?
San Felipe Grill
If you weren't a coach
what would you be do
ing instead?
Writing

Cross Country in action

IUJ.IV

V

V/J.J.

V/A

u/x iv,

finished the five 1/ilAmofmr
kilometer
course
in
20:15.4
to place
Staff Writer
27th overall. Daley wasn't
The Pacific Cross Country the only Tiger to finish with
team finished in sixth place at a respectable place, next
on Saturday, Sept. 13 at the fro"1 the Tiger team to place
Aggie Invitational.
35th overall was Jill Himlan
Freshmen, Jessica Daley with a time of 21:54.2. 22:
from Antioch pulled out all 27.0 was the time for Robin
the stops for this race, she Errecart who finished 38th
a

x»

By Mercv Au-Yeunq

^

/-xxmrall and,
AflH. TTPTlt
overall
right OH
on TlC
her tail,
was 39th runner, Franziska
Frey with a time of 22:47.4.
As Homecoming gets go
ing here at Pacific, the Tigers,
hope to place well again at
the San Francisco State Invi
tational on Saturday, Oct. 4.

Waterpolo starts season
_

.
.i
i
c i.1_ rt/vl
f llPV ?)lsO ft
bring the final score of the get through. They also man
By Tanya Silva
aged
to
sneak
six steals in by
first period to 5-2. In the secStaff Writer
goalies, Sean Ceballos and
Tom Markel. Wisniewski
The Pacific men's water ^Two consecutive also scored three more goals
polo opened their first sea
later in the game, as well as
son game against No. 3 Cal goals courtesy of Clint McLaughlin and Adam
by losing to the Bears 13-7. Eddie Wisniewski Zobler to finish out the game.
The Golden Bears started to bring the final Chris Lancellotti led the team
the game with four goals in
with three assists. Freshman
the first five minutes of the score of the first Rob Low had three saves in
game. The Bears continued
period to 5-2.^ the game.
to pound the ranked Tiger
The Men's water polo team
team. Pacific soon caught u
played last night against San
wit] ond period, Pacific's defense ta Clara, results can be found
in the last two minutes
—
two consecutive goals, cour- stepped up to the challenge at pacifictigers.com.
tesy of Eddie Wisniewski to p>y only allowing two goals to

SAN | P
6RILL
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
Featured in Sunset Magazine

• Rotisserie Chicken
•
•
•
•
•

with fresh rosemary & thyme

Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Veggie Saute
Steamed Artichokes
IVe use free range beef and pork all natural
100% grass and grain fed!

Experience the Taste!

TACO BARS • CATERING • PATIO DINING
PHONE ORDERS

952-6261

<4601 Pa<ifi« Ave. • oneblotk south of Mnrth lane

vnvvr.thepacifican.cti
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VB hosts Nike Invitational Tournament
By Tanya Silva
Staff Writer

The lady Tigers were
defeated this past weekend
against No, 7 Pepperdine in
the 2003 Nike Invitational.
The Tigers started off the
tournament strong by shut
ting out Pennsylvania (30-20,
30-24, 30-18) on Friday and
Radford (30-22, 30-26, 30-26)
early Saturday morning to
put them straight to in line
with the championship game
against No. 7 Pepperdine.
In game one, the 24th
ranked Pacific team fell as
far behind as 24-16, but rose
up to the challenge with a
surprising comeback scoring
the next 11 out of 13 points
bringing up the game to a

tied 27-27. After a close tie
game up to 32-32, the Tigers
finally took game one on
a kill from Senior middle
blocker, Jennifer Joines and
an error on Pepperdine.
The following three games
gave the Tigers a run for their
money. With seven aces com
ing from the Waves and 13
service /receive errors from
the Tigers, Pacific fell short
in every game. In the last
three games, the Tigers had
a hard time defending the
Pepperdine attack and failed
to hold on.
"It's very similar to our
match in Hawaii," said Ti
gers coach Jayne McHugh,
referring to last Saturday's
loss to the Wahine in four
games. "The first game ends

in positive fashion and the
other team never gets rattled.
Their two best hitters (Lyndsey Hache and Wilkins) are
seniors. They pulled them
through some really tough
times, but this match was
lost at the service line and in
serve receive."
Pacific's Joines hit double
figure kills (30) and was
named to the All-Tourna
ment Team, as well as, Pacif
ic's Sarah Vinall and Hayley
Anderson. Molly Mordaunt
had a team high with 12 kills
as well.
The Tigers will open their
Big West conference season
as they host Idaho tonight,
Sept. 18 at 7 p.m. in the Alex
G. Spanos Center.

Pacific pl°yed a ,ou9h

.
9ame a9amst

Pepperd,ne la$t

AMERICAN
HEART WALK
Participate - Raise Funds - Save Lives
A non-competitive 4-mile walk/run including
refreshments upon the walker's return, live entertainment,
health fair and a festival of fun!
WHEN: Saturday, Sept. 27 8 a.m. Registration ~ 9 a.m.
>tart
WHERE: San Joaquin Delta College
WHY:
The American Heart Association is a national non-profit
voluntary health organization dedicated to reducing death
and disability from
cardiovascular diseases and stroke. With your help, the
American Heart Association can provide education and re
sources to reach the community and significantly reduce
heart disease and stroke.
HOW:
Sign-up to walk with the Pacific team or make a donation
at the Baun Fitness Center. Contact Kelly McNeley at
(209) 946-7606 for more information.
WHAT:

Athlete of the Week
Name: Eddie Wisniewski
Year: Senior
Sport: Water Polo
Hometown: Fresno, CA
Wisniewski scored five goals in the season-openc
against Cal. He was the co-leader in scoring last seasc
with 39 goals.

Pacific field hockey slapped the Delaware Blue Hens last week

One more time

Bv Krvstine Ongbonoan
Sports Editor

While the rest of the coun
try was in mourning on the
second anniversary of 9/11,
the Pacific field hockey team
flew out to Washington D.C.
and memorialized the day
with a win. The field hockey
team played a nail-biting
game against the Delaware
Blue Hens. The Tigers took
the Blue Hens to an overtime
period. The first goal was
scored by freshman, Vianney
Campos, and the Blue Hens
responded with a goal of
their own, which tied up the
game 1-1. After regulation,
die seven-on-seven sudden
death overtime period went
into effect and freshman Au
drey Harrington scored her
first career goal to win the
game for the Tigers.
The second day of field
hockey's trip out east, the Ti

gers suffered another shu t
loss on the season. Americ
defended well against :
Tiger attack and only had
put in one goal to put aw;
the Tigers.
After a day off, the tea
went back to work, th
time against third rank
Maryland. Maryland is
perennial powerhouse wil
Ail-American and nation,
team players on their roste
Those assets were apparer
when the Tigers faced A
Terrapins that the Tiger
were clearly overpower-:
Senior goalkeeper,
GA
Sadler, was thrown i n frr
of a firing squad and kept N
composure putting togetN
a career day, with 17 save
Sadler's defensive efforr
were not enough thou:
Maryland ended the gar
with a score of 7-0.

